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Differentiation focused Tasks to conduct with student teachers 

1. Pre-Course Task sent in June (p.2) 

2. University Session on Meeting students’ individual needs (week 2 of PGCE course) + reflection questions (p.3) 

3. University Session on Children’s Learning Theories and Observing Theories in Practice task (pp.3-4) 

4. Reflection questions end of term one prior to professional interview (p.5) 

5. Follow up session in January looking at use of data and a fresh perspective on differentiation and start of setting fortnightly readings beginning with: The 

zone of proximal development is: “the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem solving and the level of 

potential development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers.” (p.86) 

http://ouleft.org/wp-content/uploads/Vygotsky-Mind-in-Society.pdf  essential reading pp 84-91 

6. Information sheet on modelling and scaffolding shared with student teachers (pp.5-6) 

7. To prepare a unit of work in the ZPD using Lui’s (2012) table and two worked examples (pp.7-11) 

8. To prepare a lesson from this unit using a similar format (pp.12-14) 

9. To produce three activities adapted to support all learners, using a set proforma for guidance and given two worked examples (pp.15-20) 

10. University session to model more imaginative and interactive activities. Student teachers revise one of their activities ready to be presented to one another 

and to mentors at the next training day.  

11. Final set of reflection questions prior to end of course (p.20) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://ouleft.org/wp-content/uploads/Vygotsky-Mind-in-Society.pdf
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1. Pre-Course Task 

Getting to know your pupils 

I would like you to spend approx. an hour on the following task, making brief notes to bring to the session on Wednesday 16 September 

Standard 5b states that a teacher must: 

have a secure understanding of how a range of factors can inhibit pupils’ ability to learn, and how best to overcome these 

The following reports will support your understanding: 

  

Poverty in Portsmouth (be selective about what you read: the Contents list and then pages 5-8 will give you a good overview).  

https://democracy.portsmouth.gov.uk/documents/s6724/Tackling%20Poverty%20in%20Portsmouth%20appendix%20-%20Needs%20assessment.pdf  

To view how Portsmouth schools perform in comparison with national statistics see: 

https://www.compare-school-performance.service.gov.uk/schools-by-type?step=phase&region=851&geographic=la&phase=16to18&for=secondary 

To understand how attendance affects Portsmouth schools view: 

https://www.portsmoutheducationpartnership.co.uk/services/school-attendance/  

Problems for coastal towns see: 

https://www.sec-ed.co.uk/best-practice/family-engagement-to-tackle-the-challenges-of-isolated-schools/ 

 

 

In order to start preparing for this standard I would like you to carry out an investigation through online research into the backgrounds of the children that you 

will be teaching in Portsmouth and the surrounding area.  

I would like you to reflect on your students’ needs and abilities: 

What challenges do you think you will encounter? 

What issues will you need to consider? 

What positive attributes do you anticipate your students to have? 

https://democracy.portsmouth.gov.uk/documents/s6724/Tackling%20Poverty%20in%20Portsmouth%20appendix%20-%20Needs%20assessment.pdf
https://www.compare-school-performance.service.gov.uk/schools-by-type?step=phase&region=851&geographic=la&phase=16to18&for=secondary
https://www.portsmoutheducationpartnership.co.uk/services/school-attendance/
https://www.sec-ed.co.uk/best-practice/family-engagement-to-tackle-the-challenges-of-isolated-schools/
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2.Reflection questions during induction: 

1. What is your understanding of the term 'differentiation' at this early point in the course? 

2. When planning your lessons, what do you think you will need to be aware of in terms of the differences between pupils? 

3. What have you learnt so far about the backgrounds of some of the pupils in the Portsmouth area? 

 

3.Theory into Practice: Observations of Classroom Practice 

Theory and Theorist Examples of possible classroom practice What I have observed: 
Skinner’s Theory of Operant 
Conditioning 

1. Use of positive reinforcers to reward behaviour, 
effort, achievement 

2. Routines for entering and leaving classrooms to 
build desirable habits 

3. Repetition and reinforcement of new ideas helps to 
build retention 

4. Use of signs and signals to initiate certain 
behaviours (stimulus-response techniques) 

5. Building learning up in stages, only moving on to 
the next stage when the previous stage has been 
adequately grasped 
 

 

Piaget’s Theory of Genetic 
Epistemology 

1. Provide a rich and varied environment in which 
children can learn 

2. Teaching methods, learning materials and activities 
should actively involve students and be structured 
to provide challenging and stimulating experiences  

3. The child determines own development by active 
exploring and discovery learning 

4. Teachers need to manage the balance between 
‘equilibrium’ and ‘disequilibrium’ for their students 
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Vygotsky’s Theory of socio-cultural 
theory of mind/social development 

1. Co-operation and interaction lie at the basis of 
learning 

2. Support (scaffolding) within the ZPD by a teacher, 
adult or peer can help children to learn 

3. Cognitive development is limited to a certain range 
at any given age  

4. Some children are able to learn more in the ZPD 
than others 

 

Bruner’s theory of enactive, iconic and 
symbolic representation 

1. Focus on the processes of learning, not just the 
learning itself 

2. Presenting new material through a progression 
from enactive to iconic to symbolic 

3. Provision of challenging and motivating learning 
opportunities  

4. Thinking skills and problem-solving approaches 
 

 

Wood’s theory of contingent teaching 5 levels of contingency (support) provided by the 
teacher: 

1. Generally encourages with a smile, nod, or 
verbal prompt 

2. Gives specific verbal instruction 
3. Assists in choice of material 
4. Prepares material 
5. Demonstrates 

 

Gardner’s theory of multiple 
intelligences 

1. Personalise the teaching 
2. Recognise students’ strengths and minimise the 

weaknesses by looking for ways to develop them 
3. Teach in a variety of ways 
4. Connect to students’ role in the community 
5. Generate discussion about themselves 
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4.Reflection questions at end of term one to be discussed during professional interview 

 

 How have you used student data to inform your lesson planning? 

 How have you adapted your success criteria to include all of your students? 

 How have you responded to your individual student needs? 

 What types of differentiation have you used in your lessons? 

 How effective do you think these types of differentiation have been? 

 Which theoretical ideas/concepts have you referred to when making decisions about which types of differentiation to use? 

  

6. Information Sheet on Modelling and Scaffolding 

Modelling 
Modelling involves a teacher showing a class how to do 

something. Modelling is one of the most efficient modes 

of learning of any new skill or knowledge (Bandura, 

1986). 

Task modelling: 

 Teacher/peer/classroom assistant demonstrates 

to whole class (or group) how to carry out task 

they will then be expected to do on own 

 Students observe the demonstration and try to 

remember what the task involves 

 eg.in MFL, teacher demonstrates a role play that 

students will then practise in pairs 

 Observing the teacher modelling the role play 

first gives the students confidence to try it for 

themselves  

 eg.in a listening activity, teacher works through 

the first example together with the class and 

then models how to record the answer on the 

white board. Students can then carry on the 

activity on their own, knowing how to set out 

the answers 

Scaffolding 
Scaffolding is a metaphor used to describe the specific 

support provided by a teacher to groups or individual 

students that is needed to achieve a task.  

 The concept grew out of Vygotsky’s (1978) work on 

the ‘more knowledgeable other’ (MKO), needed by 

children to support learning within the ZPD 

 Scaffolded instruction must be adjusted constantly 

to address the developing ZPD of each learner 

 Scaffolding may be needed by individuals after a 

task has already been modelled to the whole class 

 Scaffolding is also likely to be needed when a task 

has not initially been modelled by the teacher 

 The purpose of scaffolding is for the teacher to 

gradually reduce the amount of support needed, for 

students to then be able to solve the problem 

independently 

 

The concept was developed further by Wood, Bruner and 

Ross (1976) in their six functions (p.98) of the scaffolding 

process: 
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Metacognitive modelling: 

 Teacher uses ‘think aloud’ protocols to show 

students what she is thinking, and the steps 

required to arrive at an answer, or to solve a 

problem 

 Students listen to the teacher’s thoughts to then 

be able to answer similar questions or solve 

similar problems 

 eg.in a writing task, the teacher talks through 

how she decides whether to use the perfect or 

imperfect tense for a short story involving single 

actions and descriptions. This may also involve 

asking questions of the students, to involve 

them in her thought processes 

 Students then try to use these same thought 

processes in their own writing 

 

Advice for trainee teachers when modelling: 

 When modelling a new concept (ie a tense) or 

task for the first time, write out a script and 

rehearse it in advance of the lesson 

 Plan the questions you are going to ask to check 

for understanding and depth of learning 

 Consider students’ prior learning. Make 

connections with what they already know, or 

might know 

 If appropriate, give students a task to do whilst 

the modelling is taking place eg. make a cross 

every time you hear a word to do with food 

i. Recruitment – getting students involved in a task, 

getting them interested and involved, keeping them 

engaged and focused, helping them to follow 

instructions 

ii. Reduction in degrees of freedom – breaking the task 

down into smaller stages, simplifying the task, 

reducing the possibility for error 

iii. Direction maintenance – keep students on task and 

interested, give feedback, praise, and 

encouragement, point out next, more complex steps  

iv. Marking critical features – point out relevant 

features of a task, show students where they might 

be going wrong and how to correct it 

v. Frustration control – reduce stress, feelings of 

panic/anxiety students may feel on attempting a 

task. If pointing out errors, do so gently and 

constructively 

vi. Demonstration – showing how to complete a task (as 

in modelling), perhaps with individual or additional 

explanations 

 

Scaffolding and differentiation: 

“Scaffolding is one of the principles of effective instruction 

that enables teachers to accommodate individual student 

needs” (Kame'enui, Carnine, Dixon, Simmons, & Coyne, 

2002, cited in Larkin, 2002, p.2). 
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7. Unit of work using the zone of proximal development as a guide with two examples 

 

Questions to ask yourself ZPD tip Example 

1. Do I know what I want my students to 

understand by the end of this unit? 
Identify the target level of knowledge and understanding you want your students 
to attain (e.g. for a specific unit or a specific concept) 

 

2. Do I have an idea of the skills and 

knowledge that students must have in 

order to reach this level of 

understanding? 

Work backwards from the end-of-unit goal(s). Ask yourself: “What needs to be 
understood before this goal can be reached?” 

 

3. Do the tasks and activities I have 

created help me see what my students 

understand and what they still need to 

work on? 

Develop a model of the learning progression that you expect students to follow in 
order to attain the targeted knowledge and understanding (Heritage, 2008). Create 
tasks, activities and problems that allow you to gather information about students’ 
understanding of the topic at hand while they are learning. 

 

4. Am I observing, assessing, and 

listening to my students in order to 

understand the thought processes they 

are using to arrive at their answers? 

Observe, assess, and listen to student behaviours and inquiries in response to the 
topic. Use of assessment for learning and plenary activities will allow patterns of 
strengths and weaknesses to emerge both at the individual and group levels. This 
will help identify students’ ZPDs. 

 

5. Am I adjusting my instruction based 

on what I see my students have grasped 

and what they still need to work on? 

Modify instruction, activities and groups based on information you gather about 
what your students can do independently, what they can do with peers, and what 
they are struggling with overall. 

 

6. Am I providing feedback that uses 

students’ strengths to build on their 

weaknesses? 

Work with small groups and individual students. Push their thinking by asking 
questions, modelling and providing demonstrations as necessary. 
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Questions to ask yourself ZPD tip Example 

1. Do I know what I want my students to 

understand by the end of this unit? 

Identify the target level of knowledge and 

understanding you want your students to attain 
(e.g. for a specific unit or a specific concept) 

By the end of this unit, I want my students to be 

able to describe themselves and another person in 
the present tense and in the imperfect 

2. Do I have an idea of the skills and 
knowledge that students must have in order 

to reach this level of understanding? 

Work backwards from the end-of-unit goal(s). Ask 
yourself: “What needs to be understood before this 

goal can be reached?”  

My students will need to be able to: 
 Understand the terms adjective and 

adjectival agreement 
 Understand where adjectives sit within a 

sentence (word order)  
 Understand how adjectives relate to nouns 

in terms of gender and singular or plural. 

 Know how to conjugate etre and avoir in the 
present tense for first, second and third 

persons singular. 
 Know how and when to use the imperfect 

tense for first and third persons singular. 

3. Do the tasks and activities I have created 
help me see what my students understand 

and what they still need to work on? 

Develop a model of the learning progression that 
you expect students to follow in order to attain the 

targeted knowledge and understanding (Heritage, 
2008). Create tasks, activities and problems that 
allow you to gather information about students’ 
understanding of the topic at hand while they are 

learning. 
 
 
 
 

Using the model of the Language Learning Cycle: 
 Starter activities to recognise and practice 

adjectives e.g. reading task on horoscopes 
 Meeting new language: teacher directed to 

introduce adjectives linked to previous 
knowledge of personal information and with 

use of picture of young girl and covered 
bubbles e.g elle s’appelle Nadine, elle a 11 
ans Ss invited to predict and recall 

sentences from previous lessons.  
Ppt etc to introduce adjectives in simple 
sentences using first, second and third 
persons in present tense. Ss repeat and 
practise new language with guessing and 
miming games.  
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Video showing a child (T) for what they used 
to be like. Introduction of imperfect tense. 
Ss invited to notice pattern. 

 Manipulating language: pair work, cue cards 
with differentiated prompts, horse-shoe pair 
work, carousel of activities to practise LSRW 
skills.  

 Making language my own: using two 
photographs (what you look like now and 

what you used to look like), writing two 
paragraphs, one in present tense and one in 
imperfect tense. T to use these as a later 
writing task with photos around the room 
and Ss use another student’s writing 
paragraphs to identify the two photos. 

4. Am I observing, assessing, and listening to 
my students in order to understand the 
thought processes they are using to arrive at 
their answers? 

Observe, assess, and listen to student behaviours 
and inquiries in response to the topic. Use of 
assessment for learning and plenary activities will 
allow patterns of strengths and weaknesses to 

emerge both at the individual and group levels. This 
will help identify students’ ZPDs. 
 
 
 
 

 Use differentiated questioning in whole class 
work e.g. during presentations 

 Use assessment for learning techniques such 
as T/F cards for the listening video task 

 Use plenary activities at the end of each 
lesson 

5. Am I adjusting my instruction based on what 
I see my students have grasped and what 
they still need to work on? 

Modify instruction, activities and groups based on 
information you gather about what your students 
can do independently, what they can do with peers, 
and what they are struggling with overall. 
 
 
 
 

 Use information gained from my 
observations, assessment for learning 
activities and plenaries to adjust subsequent 
lesson plans 

 Build further differentiation into planned 

activities as appropriate e.g. by interest 
(star signs sheet); choice (different reading 
activities), outcome (writing task), support 
(miming games) etc. 

6. Am I providing feedback that uses students’ 

strengths to build on their weaknesses? 

Work with small groups and individual students. 

Push their thinking by asking questions, modelling 
and providing demonstrations as necessary. 
 
 
 

 Extend opportunities for differentiation 

through target setting, either for small 
groups, or individuals  

 Extend activities in depth or breadth 
 Engage students in personal target setting  
 Give plenty of positive feedback and 

encouragement 
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Questions to ask yourself ZPD tip Example 

1. Do I know what I want my students to 
understand by the end of this unit? 

Identify the target level of knowledge and 
understanding you want your students to attain 
(e.g. for a year, a specific unit or a specific concept 

By the end of this unit, I want my students to be 
able to understand time, and how to tell the time, in 
French 

2. Do I have an idea of the skills and 
knowledge that students must have in order 
to reach this level of understanding? 

Work backwards from the end-of-unit goal(s). Ask 
yourself: “What needs to be understood before this 
goal can be reached?”  

My students will need to be able to: 
 Identify numbers and count 1-60 (K) 
 Understand the concept of analogue and 

digital time (U) 
 Learn vocab: et quart, et demi(e), moins le 

quart, midi, minuit (K) 

 Listen to a speaking clock, read a simple 
timetable (S) 

3. Do the tasks and activities I have created 

help me see what my students understand 
and what they still need to work on? 

Develop a model of the learning progression that 

you expect students to follow in order to attain the 
targeted knowledge and understanding (Heritage, 
2008). Create tasks, activities and problems that 

allow you to gather information about students’ 
understanding of the topic at hand while they are 
learning. 
 
 
 
 

Using the model of the Language Learning Cycle: 

 Starter activities to reinforce nos 1-60, e.g. 
counting game round the class 

 Meeting new language: teacher directed to 

introduce time and new vocab, with use of 
large clock, Ppt etc. Ss invited to predict 
after first few examples (D) 

 Manipulating language: pair work, cue cards 
with differentiated prompts, horse-shoe pair 
work, carousel of activities to practise LSRW 

skills (D) 

 Making language my own: improvisation 
drama activity in small groups combining 
time with other language already known (D) 

4. Am I observing, assessing, and listening to 
my students in order to understand the 

thought processes they are using to arrive at 
their answers? 

Observe, assess, and listen to student behaviours 
and inquiries in response to the topic. Use of 

assessment for learning and plenary activities will 
allow patterns of strengths and weaknesses to 
emerge both at the individual and group levels. This 
will help identify students’ ZPDs. 
 
 

 Use differentiated questioning in whole class 
work 

 Use assessment for learning techniques 
 Use plenary activities at the end of each 

lesson 
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5. Am I adjusting my instruction based on what 
I see my students have grasped and what 
they still need to work on? 

Modify instruction, activities and groups based on 
information you gather about what your students 
can do independently, what they can do with peers, 

and what they are struggling with overall. 
 
 
 
 

 Use information gained from my 
observations, assessment for learning 
activities and plenaries to adjust subsequent 

lesson plans 
 Build further differentiation into planned 

activities as appropriate e.g. by outcome, 
interest, choice, skill etc. 

6. Am I providing feedback that uses students’ 

strengths to build on their weaknesses? 

Work with small groups and individual students. 

Push their thinking by asking questions, modelling 
and providing demonstrations as necessary. 
 
 
 

 Extend opportunities for differentiation 

through target setting, either for small 
groups, or individuals  

 Extend activities in depth or breadth 
 Engage students in personal target setting  
 Give plenty of positive feedback and 

encouragement 
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8. Using a lesson plan proforma to prepare a lesson using the zone of proximal development 

UNIVERSITY OF PORTSMOUTH MFL LESSON PLAN                                               

 

Date of Lesson: Period: Start Time: Finish Time: Classroom: Language: 

 

 

     

 

Class No. of Students Number of students with SEND Number of students who are more 

academically able 

TA/FLA Name 

 

 

 

Girls    

Boys 

Total 

 

Previous Learning Outcomes: 

Key Language and Structures to be Learned: 

Suggested Differentiated Success Criteria: 

(Core) It would be good if you all could …. 

(Branching) (With further support and challenge) It would be excellent if you all could …. And 

 

It would be even better if you could …. 
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TIMING 

 

Activities 

1. Do I know what I want my 
students to understand by 
the end of this unit? 

 

How To 

2. Do I have an idea of the 
skills and knowledge that 
students must have in 
order to reach this level 
of understanding? 

Resources 

3. Do the tasks and 

activities I have created 

help me see what my 

students understand 

and what they still need 

to work on? 

Differentiation: 

4. Am I adjusting my instruction 

based on what I see my students 

have grasped and what they still 

need to work on? 

Assessment Opportunities: 

5. Am I observing, assessing, and 

listening to my students in order to 

understand the thought processes they 

are using to arrive at their answers? 

6. Am I providing feedback that uses 

students’ strengths to build on their 

weaknesses? 

5 MINS Starter:     

transition      

5 MINS Success Criteria:(Questioning) 

 

    

transition      

10 MINS Language Presentation 

 

    

transition      

5 MINS Controlled Practice eg Game     

transition      

(10 - 15 

MINS) 

 

Activity 1 (Practice)     

transition      
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(10 – 15 

MINS) 

Activity 2 (Practice)     

transition      

5 MINS Activity 3 (Consolidation) 

 

    

transition      

5 MINS Homework 

 

    

transition      

5 MINS Plenary 

 

    

transition      
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9. Differentiation Activity Form and two worked examples 

Differentiated activity record sheet 

 

Trainee Name:  

Title of differentiated activity: 

Year:  KS2  7   8   9   10   11  Post 16 (highlight as appropriate)  

Level: Mixed ability   Set 1    Set 2    Set 3 (highlight as appropriate) 

Topic:     Specific focus:  

Aim of the activity:  

Language skill(s) to be practised:   

Linguistic functions/grammatical structures:  

Task type: (e.g. pair/group work; worksheet; language game etc.)  

National Curriculum/GCSE or A Level cross reference:  

Resources required:  

Context for the activity: 

 

 

Instructions for activity: 

 

 

Opportunities for differentiation: 

 

 

Additional notes: 
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Differentiated activity record sheet 

 

Trainee Name:   

Title of differentiated activity: Circle pair work 

Year: KS2  7   8   9   10   11  Post 16 (highlight as appropriate)  

Level: Mixed ability   Set 1    Set 2    Set 3 (highlight as appropriate) 

Topic: Personal information   Specific focus: Birthdays 

Aim of the activity: to encourage students to work with as many different partners as time allows, to intensively practise saying 

their date of birth and to listen to, and understand, responses 

Language skill to be practised:  Speaking and listening 

Linguistic functions/grammatical structures: Asking and responding to questions: Quelle est la date de ton anniversaire? Mon 

anniversaire, c’est le ………. 

Task type: (e.g. pair/group work; worksheet; language game etc.) Pair work with different partners 

National Curriculum/GCSE cross reference: Initiate and develop conversations 

Resources required: Copies of calendar, 1 per student 

 

Context for the activity:  

 

Teacher has introduced topic of birthdays and taught the months of the year. Students are familiar with numbers 1-31. 

In a whole class situation and in pairs, students have practised asking the question and giving an answer. They have 

carried out a listening task to identify speakers’ birthdays. Students may have written down their own birthday in 

French. The teacher will model the kind of dialogue she wishes the students to produce in the following activity 

 

Instructions for activity: 
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1. Clear a space in the classroom to enable students to sit in pairs facing one another. This might involve a large 

circle shape, or a horse-shoe formation, depending on the space available and layout of the furniture 

2. Students are labelled ‘A’ or ‘B’, all the As must sit facing the same way, the Bs also, but opposite their own partner. 

So you will have two concentric circles, one facing into the centre of the room, one facing out 

3. Students hold a mini conversation, which might include a greeting, asking how they are and then asking each 

other’s birthday, plus a farewell. Students record dates of each partner’s birthday by circling the appropriate date 

on their calendar 

4. Teacher allows about 2 minutes for the first conversation, then claps her hands to indicate class should move on 

“Changez!”. All Partner As then stand up and move one place to their right 

5. Conversations then restart with a new partner, same procedure 

6. Teacher maintains a good pace and monitors how students are doing by listening in and offering support if 

needed. Teacher can also challenge students to extend their conversations by adding additional information if 

time allows 

7. Depending on the number of pairs, the activity end when students are reunited with their original partner 

 

Opportunities for differentiation: 

 

 Differentiation by outcome and challenge – individual pairs can produce different conversations, which may be 

simple or more complex, depending on the students concerned. Students can be encouraged to incorporate as 

much additional language as they can think of 

 Differentiation by choice – students can have some choice in what additional information they include in their 

mini conversations 

 Differentiation by support – the teacher can observe, support and prompt if some students are struggling, she can 

even participate if there is an odd number of students in the class. The teacher can also display prompts for the 

conversation on the whiteboard or PowerPoint, to support students who need it. This support could then be 

removed halfway through the activity 

 

Additional notes: 

 

1. As a follow-up activity, the teacher can use one of the completed calendars of birthdays and project it on a 

visualizer, and question the class:  

e.g. Qui a un anniversaire le 21 juin?  
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C’est moi! Mon anniversaire, c’est le 21 juin! 

Combien de personnes ont l’anniversaire en juillet? 

 

2. The activity can be made more complex by having half the class moving for the first half of the activity, and then 

swapping so that the other partners move for the second half. If all the As move to the right for the first half, then 

the Bs (sitting opposite) also need to move to their right, in order for everyone to get back to their original 

partner 

 

3. Make sure you work out your instructions in the target language in advance! It can be done! 

 

 

 

Differentiated activity record sheet 

 

Trainee Name:   

Title of differentiated activity: reading and writing activity 

Year: KS2  7   8   9   10   11  Post 16 (highlight as appropriate)  

Level: Mixed ability   Set 1    Set 2    Set 3 (highlight as appropriate) 

Topic: School   Specific focus: Subjects and opinions 

Aim of the activity: to encourage students to develop their writing skills from simple sentences to complex sentences and short paragraph with the use of 

connectives. 

Language skills to be practised:  reading and writing 

Linguistic functions/grammatical structures: moving from simple sentences to complex sentences with the use of connectives e.g. No me gusta el 

ingles. Es aburrido 

Task type: (e.g. pair/group work; worksheet; language game etc.) Different worksheets to be selected by choice and teacher to monitor that students 

have chosen appropriately 
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National Curriculum/GCSE cross reference: to write using an increasingly wide range of grammar and vocabulary 

Resources required: 3 different worksheets printed for all students 

 

Context for the activity:  

 
Teacher has introduced topic of School and taught the school subjects and opinion phrases. Students are familiar with a range of connectives. In a whole 
class situation and in pairs, students have practised simple sentences about what they study; what they like and don’t like; opinion phrases using singular 
and plural. They have carried out a listening task to understand who likes what and why. The students will now use this language to extend their simple 
sentences to complex sentences and to produce a short paragraph. The teacher will model the kind of sentence s/he wishes the students to produce in 
the following activity 

 

Instructions for activity: Instructions are in the target language 

 

1. Teacher shows an example of two simple sentences on the board such as: 

 No me gusta el ingles. Es aburrido 

2. Students are invited to take part and suggest a connective to join the two 

3. Teacher takes a few suggestions and students peer assess which one is a good fit 

4. Teacher invites students to come to the front to select a worksheet of their choice and to sit down and to write a paragraph 

using the worksheet for support 

5. Teacher walks around, monitoring that students have selected an appropriate worksheet, making an alternative suggestion 

for those that haven’t 

6. Teacher walks around, supporting and encouraging 

 

Opportunities for differentiation: 

 
 Differentiation by choice – students can have some choice in the activity they wish to complete 

 Differentiation by support on sheet – one of the sheets has suggestions of two possible connectives at appropriate points in the text; another has 
suggested gaps in the text where a connective can be placed. These two forms of scaffolding will support students who need it. 

 Differentiation by challenge – one of the sheets has no support; students are encouraged to work out where they might put the connective and use 
their memories to decide which one they will put there 

 Differentiation by teacher support – the teacher can observe, support and prompt if some students are struggling and remind them to look back in 
their books for help with connectives and what they mean. They can prompt others to add further information to the paragraph. 
 

Additional notes: See the three worksheets below 
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Where can we add connectives? 

 

 Estudio dibujo, matemáticas ingles. No me gusta el ingles. Es aburrido. Me gustan las ciencias. Son interesantes. 

Mi profesor de ingles es severo. Mi profesora de ciencias es divertida. 

 

Which connective can we add? 

 
• Estudio dibujo, matemáticas……… ingles. No me gusta el ingles ……… es aburrido; ……… me gustan las ciencias 

……… son interesantes. Mi profesor de ingles es severo; ……… mi profesora de ciencias es divertida. 
 

 

Which connective can we chose? 

 
• Estudio dibujo, matemáticas(y/pero) ingles. No me gusta el ingles (sin embargo/porque) es 

aburrido;(pero/también)me gustan las ciencias (porque/ sin embargo)son interesantes. Mi profesor de ingles 
es severo;(y/sin embargo)mi profesora de ciencias es divertida. 

 

 
As a homework activity, the teacher can get students to personalize the work by writing their own paragraph based on the model 

 

 

 

 

11. Final set of Reflection questions towards the end of the course 

1. How has your knowledge and understanding of different theoretical concepts influenced your choice of differentiation strategies during this PGCE 

year? 

2. What impact do you think that your choice of these strategies has had on your students’ learning? Why do you think that? 

3. What are the most important elements for you in learning about differentiation? 

4. In terms of differentiation, what target will you set for yourself as you move into your first teaching post? 

 


